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ABSTRACT

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS: THE OPERATIONAL RESPONSE
TO A THIRD WORLD CRISIS

With the current changes in world structure,
alliances and the reduction ir the size of the armed
forces of the U.S., operational art and AirLand Battle
become increasingly important as concepts. FM 100-5,
Operations, published in 1986, establishes what
operational art is, yet this concept is usually associated
with a European scenario and mature theater of war.

With the current changes taking place in the world,
it becomes increasingly possible that future crises and
commitment of forces will be in the Third Wcrld region.
Even with this change in focus, an understanding of the
operational level of war is important.

The purpose of this study is to determine if
amphibious operations could be utilized in the Third World
to exercise operational art and execute the operational
level of war. Given that the majority of conflicts in the
Third World will be in an immature theater, this suggests
conditions that will require flexibility,
self-sustainment, and a force capable to meet multiple
threats.

The study draws on the main concepts of operational
art from FM 100-5, historical examples of amphibious
operations as operational art, and how these operations
may be utilized in the future in conjunction with the
military options available to the NCA.

The conclusions show that amphibious forces and
amphibious operations offer a potent operational response
in a Third World theater of operations. However, this
type of response may not be the total answer. Force
ratios, time-distance relationships, and response time are
key issues that must always be considered.
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Amphibious flexibility is the greatest
strategic asset that a power possesses. !

B.H. Liddel Ha:

Now the elements of the art of war are first,
measurement of space; second, estimation of quantities;
trd, calculations; fourth, comparisons; and fifth,
chances of victory. 2

With the end of the Cold War and the current

success of what the author will term "the peace cfensive ''

of the USSR, it appears there may be a shifting of U.S.

strategy, focus, and military capabilities. This shift

has the potential to affect U.S. strategy on a global

level as we>l as many aspects of each individal ...... -

This realignment of focus may include force

structure, areas of national interests, and locations of

future conflicts based on strategic goals. Additionally,

due to the probable reduction of the size of the U.S.

armed force5, there will be the question of whether the

U.S. can respond to a crisis in a timely manner.

This concern has been addressed by others. :n a

thesis from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,

this situation was addressed in the following manner:

The new policies of the Soviets may well succeed in
removing the threat' from Central Europe and cause a

shift in the world's balance of power with the use of
many more regional powers than exist today. Our
national debt and the reluctance of other nations to
allow a U.S. presence on their soil will probably
result in a reduction in our forces stationed overseas
and a overall reduction in tic zize of our armedi
forces.

3
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When the above is taken in concert with opseationo-

art, it becomes clear th.at the ability of the C to

respond in a crisis will become an art nto itself. This

is especially true when consideration is g:ven to the

threat, time space relationshi:l sufficient combat power,

sustainment, and theater of operations. Given these

parameters, operational art becomes increasingly important

as a concept. Further, the linkage of strategy and

actics with regard to the commiment of forces must also

be understood.

This paper will use the commonly accepted

definition of operational art as defined in FM 100-5,

Operations, and will explore how this art could be

practiced in the future. This is extremely important wnen

applied to the military options available to the National

Command Authority (NCA) in a climate of troop reductions,

base closures and possible loss of basing rights

overseas. The following is one example of what may exist

in the future:

The United States will have fewer overseas bases.
This will be the result of budgetary considerations,
the changing situation in Europe, and the increasing
independunre of regional powers. Also, nations will
rnd it more difficult to allow U.S. presence or
overflight rights because of their internal political
situations.

4

The above wiil be addressed in more detail as the

changing world structure is discussed and how this relates

to U.S. interests. Because of current changes, the author

ill assume .at the spcurity envircnmcnt w:ll switch from

2



a hasical y b-polar one to one wi:t many ay'e__- _ .....

ghe gloe, and th o e - -. t 0 C e S the

oreseeabe future w i be in T"d or I te

suggests an mmat'ure theater of war whoh has un:;ue

characteristics and considerations.

Nith a predICta'-- reduit n I n th e s ze of ..

forces, there needs to he some i'--uss: n asout now tne

US. mlght rcspond to a criSI. Moreover, mus v

how the above cond tions impact on cur aiI " to codu

operational art.

Once this review is accomp :*- e tne ..utno

attempt to establish if amphobicus forces and amp*-biour

operations are best suited to respond tc a r-iS o--ased cn

the foliowing estabLIsne. assumptions:

. forces will be committed in the foreseeasIe

tuture in Third World countries.

0 The theater or war or operations wi:] 'e

ommature.

Committed forces must he tailored to meet

mu".1tie type threats (i.e. loghtimecharo.

C Airfields/port facilities may not be ava Ia'e.

o Forces must be self-sufficient for at least 15

days.

C For--es must be transportaei n on lift

(aorisurfac) and capable of foiced entry.
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forces, ann possessions or vital interests that
develops rapidly and creates a condition of su
diplomatic, economic, political, or military importance
that commitment of U.S. military forces and resources
is contemplated to achieve national objectives.1

The last part of the quotation is key because it

discusses, "the commitment of U.S. military forces",'2

thus suggesting a use of military mission options.

Before discussing military mission options, it is

important to establish who the "agents" of the NCA are.

An agent is defined in the following manner:

Congress has legislated that the commanders of
unified and specified combatant commands (CiNCs) are
the agents of the National Command Authorities (NCA)
who are responsible for effective military action.
The CINC, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and the NCA have a wide range of possible military
responses to a situation.1 3

From the above it is clear that the CINCs will be the

agents executing the military mission options.

The possible military options available to the NCA

to respond to a crisis are as follows: 1 4

o Presence

o Show of Force

o Demonstration

o Special Cperations (psychological operations/

unconventional warfare/civil affairs)

o Quarantine

o Blockade

o Force Entry

The intent at this point is not to provide extensive

definitions of each, but to illustrate that there are in

7



fact a host of options available that may be used over the

course of the crisis. Consequently, a specifically

tailored military force may have to execute operations

which range from a show of force to a forced entry,

depending on how the crisis progresses. When this is

applied to operational art it is apparent that there

should be a desired end state established. The following

applies:

Articulation of an operational end state is
fundamental to any use of armed force at the
operational level. Knowledge and practice of the
elements of operational design or the employment of
large units do not, of themselves, place one at the
operational level of war.1 5

The key is the end state, for that wil drive forces

needed, military mission options, and should be related to

U.S. strategy, national interests and goals.

At this point it is valuable to discuss the

changing world situation in relation to U.S. strategy,

national goals and interests. This discussion will

concentrate on the third world to remain within the

author's established assumption of where U.S. forces will

be committed in the foreseeable future.



III. CHANGING WORLD

Until recently, it was a generally accepted premise

that the world had developed into a bipolar system with

regard to nations and international power. The two powers

or superpowers were the United States and the USSR. This

point is firml -stablished by John Spanier in his book,

Games Nations Play. 1 6 Though the United States and the

USSR will remain superpowers in the near future, the world

is changing.

The Soviet empire seems to be collapsing, problems

continue in Central and South America, the Philippines are

far from stable, and even South Africa seems to be making

changes. While all of this is taking place, old nations

look to a new independence and old partners wonder if it

is economical and prudent to continue to have U.S. bases

on their soil. All of the above suggest a change to a

bipolycentric world.

The above changes in the world power structure are

described by John Spanier in the following manner:

The "bi" refers to the continuing super status of
the United States and the Soviet Union. The
"polycentric" in bipolycentric refers primarily to the
new state actors of foreign policy. In a multipolar
system, there are a number of roughly equal great
powers; in a polycentric system, there are numerous
actors whose "power" varies considerably, although
none of them is the equal of the superpowers, who
remain at the top of the state hierarchy.'7

All of the above lead to instability and as Mr.

Spanier continues:

9



A second reason for the instability of a
polycentric system follows from the multiplication
of Third World states in the wake of the collapse of
European colonialism: the more states there are,
the greater is the scope for conflict.1 8

Though many of our nation's leaders and other world

leaders view the changing world order as a prelude to

peace, others do not.

Despite the optimistic belief that world peace may
be "breaking out" with the warming of superpower
relationships, 32 conflicts were ongoing at the end
of 1988.1 9

if it can be accepted that changes are in fact

taking place and alliances are changing, then there is a

possibility that the U.S. may lose bases and/or basing

rights overseas. In addition, with the possibility of war

diminishing in Central Europe, future conflicts may take

place in the Third World regions of the world. The

following has credence, especially in relation to bases:

Today, the United States must wrestle with the
problem of how to execute a military strike whenever
it is needed in the world, from a declining number of
U.S. bases.

2 0

Continuing with the same thought:

The use of military force will become increasingly
politically contained and primarily confined to bases
at sea. 2 1

Political constraints will require that any

commitment of U.S. forces must be based on strategy.

Further, if military leaders are to employ military forces

at the operational level of war and execute operational

art to achieve strategic end states, there must be a

10



defined strategy that establishes national goals,

objectives and interests.

When a nation forms a Ttrtegy, it is an acceptedi

premise that military force can be a part of that

strategy. However, to understand how military force is

linked to strategy, there must be an established stratety

that links national goals and interests.

At this pcint a series of questions must be

answered. What is U.S. strategy, what are our national

goals, interests and how will military force be used?

Though the U.S. seems to have a different strategy

for each of the various regions of the world, there is one

overriding strategy:

Developing a strategy involves relating ends and
means. America's fundamental strategy is to secure
our objective and defend our interests by deterring
aggression against the United States, its allies, and
its interests. This requires that potential
adversaries perceive that the costs to them of
initiating aggression are likely to outweigh any
benefits they might accrue. We also seek to prevent
coercion of the United States, its allies or friends by
any adversary.2 2

in addition to the above, the U.S. has always advocated a

world of free, prosperous democratic states whose goal is

economic cooperation.2 3

In concert with our strategy and national goals,

the U.S. has had as its basic national security objective,

the preservation of the U.S. as a free and independent

nation, that is able to maintain its fundamental

11



institutions and values. 2 4 With this objective there

are many lesser objectives; however, two stand out:

o Ensure access to critical resources, markets,
the oceans, and space for the United States, its
allies, and friends.

o Encourage and assist our allies and friends in
defending themselves against aggression, coercion,
subversion, insurgency, terrorism and drug
trafficking.2 5

These two stand out because each tends to suggest

where the U.S. may, in the foreseeable future, commit

forces. Because of the importance of the first to a

maritime nation (i.e. U.S.), and the continued need that

the U.S. will have for resources and new markets for

goods, Third World nations and surrounding regions will

continue to play a dominant, or a more important role in

our strategy and livelihood. This suggests a commitment

of U.S. forces to these regions to achieve national goals

and interests. A perfect example of this is the

commitment of U.S. forces to the recent Persian Gulf

crisis.

Since most of the above regions of the world are on

or near the main sea routes and principal strategic

waterways of the world,2 6 this suggests that a maritime

strategy will be a major factor when it comes to

protecting U.S. national interests. Further, this

suggests a preponderantly naval campaign in a time of

crisis.



If all of the preceding issues are combjit:d, to

include a reduced Soviet threat in Central Europe,

amphibious operations may hold the key when using military

forces in support of U.S. strategy. The use of amphibious

operations may be particularly useful with the reduction

of U.S. bases overseas, the creation of a polycentric

world system, a reduction in defense resources and

environment in an immature theater (Third World), are

considered.

In addition to the above, a naval campaign suggests

a maritime strategy at some point. It must be remem'bered

that the U.S. is truly an island nation. This suggests

the following:

The world's coastline, however, will become the
'arena of action' for an 'island' nation whose trade
is essential to the maintenance of its power. This
leads us naturally to a national maritime strategy. It
is not only the best strategy in terms of protecting
the real interests of the United States, it is
probably the only strategy that can be implemented with
diminished defense resources and that the perceived
diminished threat will deem economically
reasonable.

27

It follows naturealv that one of the a-stions

asked could be, "Why an amphibious operation and not an

airmobile or airborne operation?" This will be addressed

in Section V in relation to the assumptions made by the

author.

13



IV. AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS,OPERATIONAL ART, AND HISTORY

Refore discussing why an amphibious cperation may

hold the key to responding to a future crisis by executing

operational art, it is important to establish the purposes

of amphibious operations. In establishing the purposes

three classic historical examples will be used. Once

is accomplished, the author will discuss three additional

historical examples to illustrate how amphibious

operations met the parameters of operational art.

An amphibious operation is an attacK launched rrom

the sea by naval and landing forces. These forces are

embarked in ships or craft and involve a landing on a

hostile shore. 2 8 The purposes are as follows: 2 9

o To prosecute further combat operations.

o To obtain a site for an advanced naval base or

airbase.

o To deny the use of an area or facilities to the

enemy.

Examples of the above are many, yet some key

operations from history provide excellent illustrations.

An example of, "to prosecute further combat

operations," is the landing at Normandy. The Normandy

landing was conducted to launch an attack against the

heartland of Nazi Germany. 30  An "amphibious operation

to obtain a site for an advanced naval base or airbase,"

14



is best exemplified by the costly assault on !wo Jima.

This operation was conducted to obtain an air tase, which

was to be used by the Army Air Corps to conduct air

operations against Japan. 3 1 Finally, "an amphibious

operation to deny the use of an area or facilities to the

enemy," is best portrayed by the landings and seizure of

Guadalcanal. This operation wan conductei to deny the

Japanese the airfield facilities on the island and thus

prevent them from interdicting the line of supply from

Pearl Harbor to Australia.3 2 The previous examples were

used to establish the purpose of amphibious operations,

yet are these types of operations operational art?

if operational art is the employment of joint

military forces to achieve goals in a theater of war

through the design and conduct of campaigns and

operations, 3 3 then historically there must be some

examples that meet these parameters. Considering that

amphibious operations are historically joint in nature

these types of operations will be discussed.

The following operations suggest that the above

criteria were met.

o Guadalcanal

o Inchon

o Rescue of the SS MAYAGUEZ

In reviewing these campaigns it is the intent of

the author to establish that amphibious operations meet

the parameters of operational art.

15



Once the United States entered the war in 1941,

American military and political planners met with British

leaders, both political and military, to establish a

strategy for defeating Germany and Japan. Early in these

discussions, it was decided that a defeat of Germany

first, and Japan second would be the strategy to be

pursued. This strategy thus dictated resourcing and

allocation of aircraft, troops, munitions and the supplies

necessary for war.

Since the Pacific would be the secondary theater of

war, the strategy agreed upon would initially be a

"holding action." 3 4 How was this translated into

campaigns or operations?

American and British leaders decided the following

in defining the "holding action" for the Pacific:

American and British leaders eventually agreed,
that, at the very least, an effort must be made to hold
Australia; to do so meant the continent's lino of
communications with the United States must be kept
open.

3 5

To do this, the United States put garrisons on a string of

islands, running from the Hawaiian Islands, towards New

Zealand and Australia. These islands were Palmyia,

Canton, Samoa, Fi ji, and New Caledonia.3 6 The garrisons

were small, but it was hoped that if the islands could be

supported by carrier air or heavy bombers, they would

hold. Later, Midway proved that this concept was valid.

The Japanese executed a similar strategy and were

able to seize numerous islands, given the weakness of the

16



Allies. These strings of bases, "the outer defense

perimeter of the GREATER East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere,"

were seized early. 31

The largest island seized was Rabaul. This island

provided the Japanese with a large fleet anchorage and

numerous airfields. From this large base the Japanese

continued to expand and eventually took Tulagi and

Guadalcanal. By taking Rabaul, Tulagi and Guadalcanal the

Japanese had cut the Allies lines of communications and

threatened not only Australia but the sea lines of

communications that would be used to reinforce Australia.

Additionally, the Japanese began building an airfield on

Guadalcanal. This airfield could be used to interdict our

shipping.

After the Japanese suffered a stinging defeat in

the battle of Midway from 3-6 June 1942, the U.S. saw an

opportunity to go on the offensive. Guadal-nal become

the target. An amphibious assault to secure the island

and to take the airfield was in concert with the overall

strategy decided on earlier by the Allies:

The immediate strategic objective of the first
allied advance in the Pacific was to hold the line of
communication between the west coast of the United
States and Australia. 38

From the above, it is clear what the strategic objective

was. Further, the operational objective was taking and

securing the island, while the actual landings became the

tactical objective. Thus, there was a linkage of tactical
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objectives, operational objectives and strateg:c

objectives. When compared to the following parameters

from FM 100-5. the Guadalcanal operation demonstrated the

requirements for operational art: 3 9

o Coordinated actions of large forces :n a single

phase of a campaign.

o Fundamental decision when and where t fight.:

o Broad vision.

j SuInt and comb:ned cooperat:on.

o Achievement of strategic gcals.

C Sequence of actions.

o Appl:cation of resources.

All of the above parameters were met to one degree cr

another. in the Guadalcanal operation, we see an example

of an amphib:ous operation being executed at the

operational level.

The second ex-mple of an amphibious operation

accomplish:ng operational objectives is the landings at

:nchon during the Korean War. While most students cf

military history are sufficiently aware of the Korean War

and the execution of the inchon operation, some background

information is necessary. The ent:re Korean campaign can

become complicated considering all the interweaving of the

pclitical and military aspects. However, the amphnhicu:

operation at inchon was straightforward.

on 25 June 1950, the North Koreans invaded South

Korea across the 38th parallel and by August had pushed
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A~mer~can, Soluth Korean, and United Nations forces into a

sma 11 pocket in a perimeter Ilocatedi at 4un 40

As early as 4 July 19503 Genera' MacArthur 'na,2

envisioned an amphiblous assault. The intent of this

operation was to cut the lines of commun-,cations o: tie

North- Koreans. 41

:nch-on becazme th'e target for obvious reasons:'--

o :c'hon was the seaport of Seoul.

" Tnere were excellent railroads running north _-nd

" There were adequate highways running north and

" 7he national telephone ann telegraph nets

radiated f rom. Seoul.

Kimpo, Korea' s largest and best airf~eid,la

'-etween inchon and Seoul

All: of the abocve offered :nchon as the operatr-onal

oo~ective of this portion of the campaign. D)uring this

<r-eration. as with most ampni ious operations, one can

se: _ nt cperations, sequencing of operations (_e

a;-=q of wolmol Do lsi'and prior to lad:t a: nchon)

~mbnedo-erations ~ueof British cru.:sers) and bdc4

.. nuv:~.t ~on -~t Gua_daicanal, thi

operatro-n offers an~ ox-ellent example of an amphI nbicus

~pr at cn at the o> ,rati ona: eve of war.

--a ~sor ica: context , bothn. Guadiaicanal. an:4

~.c-n emon t rated! operational. art for they me-- the



parameters as establisaed in F" _100-5,Thn:

par-ticularly true In meeting the requtrement f

"attaining strategic goals i.4 a theater of war or thcater

of o~erations through the design, organization, and

conauct c: campaigns ana ma-or operaticns." 4 4  But how

doces this apply today when the use of military force is

usually of short duration with limited obj ectives?

An appropriate example which may be considerecd

occurred in 1975:

The Mayaguez incident began for the U.S. armeao
forces at 1612, on 12 May 1975 when the National
M:i :tary Command center received a report from the
American Embassy Jakarta that a merchant ship, the
SS MiAYAG'----, ' ad, been selzed on- the high seas. The
shi had been fired on, boarded-,-, and captured by
C amhodlan forces in international waters at about
'130 on. 12 May wh.,le transiting a standard sea l.ane
and trade route In the Gufof Thal'and.4 5

n: tal y, te frsraction taken. was to launcn-

reccnnaissance aircrart -c '-te the snip. These

reconnoa n:- -"~ ''.n peration waS

CoM-~ 4 .:-ncr wt ns econnaissance

3'Dt eS .'e zrien t attempted to use diplomatic

a Ct_1:I S w a hocp ed- th-at these act--ons woul-:d res-_ _

t~reeae of e h c A shp -lp Tedpomat: C

actions fallec_ and a mii--cary response was diirected.

U:.t-a'y, American warships were diver-ted from

Varlous- .:ations _n tn-.e western Pac:f-c to the waters off

Fompang Som, Cambodia. Additionally, amphibious ready

w:.h were :n "- process of ret-urning Marines to
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Okinawa after Operation Frequent Wind (evacuation of

Saigon), were ordered to Subic Bay. 48

For various reasons the Air Force provided

transport aircraft to augment the Marine amphibious

force. Thus, a joint operation consisting of Air Force,

Navy and Marine elements was involved. Early on, the

mission required the recovery of the MAYAoUEZ and the

crew. It was suspected that the crew was being held on

Koh Tang island.

The MAYAGUEZ itself was anchored off Koh Tang

Island. To recover the crew and board the MAYAGUEZ, the

Marines woIld therefore have to execute two missions

simultaneously.

Prior to the execution of these two missions, the

crew of the MAYAGUEZ had been moved and was not on Koh

Tang island. The crew was released later and was

recovered by the USS WILSON. This action took place after

the Marines had landed on Koh Tang.

Though the operation was of limited duration and

scope, it satisfied the strategic objective of sending the

signal that the U.S. would nc' tolerate the seizure of its

ships or citizens on the high seas. This is in agreement

with U.S. national goals and interests of ensuring access

to the oceans and protection of its citizens. Thus, the

operation provided the linkage to the strategic objective

and there was an "understanding of the relationship of
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means to ends and effective joint and combined

nperat IS ."4 9

The previcus three examples provide excellent

examples of amphibious operations as operational art. The

question at this point is, "How does this apply today?"
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V. ASSUMPTIONS AND AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

Before establishing why amphibious operations may

hold the key at the operational level when using military

forces to achieve national strategy, some assumptions must

be made. As previously established, because of the

changing world structure and U.S. interests, U.S. forces

will be committed to Third World countries or regions in

the foreseeable future. Because of political constraints,

reduction of U.S. bases and basing rights, airfields or

port facilities may not be available. Additionally, one

or more countries in a region may be hostile to the U.S.

and its policy, thus not allowing the use of these

facilities and may even pose a threat to U.S. forces.

Finally, the host country's infrastructure may not have a

sufficient airfield or port facility readily available.

Further assumptions as previously established are:

o A committed force must have tailored combat

power to contend with a variety of forces

(i.e. light, mech, armor).

o The force must be self-sufficient for at least

15 days, without the use of a host nation's

airfields or port facilities.

o Transportation of the force must be executed in

one lift and the force must be capable of forced

entry.
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If these assumptions are valid, then an amphibious

force and maybe an amphibious operation may be the

operational response when responding to a crisis in a

Third World country. The obvious question is, "why?" The

answer to this simple "why" has many parts.

First, the Third World regions of the world are

dominated by sea routes and coastline. In addition, many

of the third world countries that lay on these sea routes

provide vital resources to the U.S. and have been

determined to be strategically vital to the U.S. For

example, the Caribbean Basin has been considered

strategically vital for some time by the U.S. This area

is important for its oil and as a communications nexus.

Because the area is considered to be strategically vital,

the U.S. has intervened militarily in this region on a

frequent basis.50  The recent operation, JUST CAUSE, is

a perfect example.

A further example is the Indian Ocean. This area

includes the entire east coast of Africa, all the

coastline of India, a large portion of Australia's

coastline and the critical Strait of Malacca (Singapore).

Many of the world's oil shipping routes are in this region

of the world. Additionally, this is "a major area of

conf1ict."51

Because of the flow of petroleum from the Persian
Gulf and the unstability or fragility of many of the
coastal states, the Indian Ocean is potentially a
major area of conflict.5 2
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A second part of the answer involves the inherent

qualities of a maritime strategy and how amphibious

operations provide an operational response when

implementing U.S. strategy. A further amplification is as

follows:

Maritime strategy brings unique qualities of
flexibility and mobility to national strategy.
Mobility lies in the very nature of maritime power. 5 3

Campaigning is indeed part of the operational level of war

and campaigns have these characteristics: 5 4

o Execution is directed toward strategic aims

o Will include the synchronization of air, sea,

and land forces

o Joint and Combined operations

o Manuever is the essence of modern military

campaigning,

When the above characteristics are applied to amphibious

operations it seems that these operations are more than

able to achieve national interests in these regions of the

world.

The final part of the answer relates to the

military options available to the NCA in a time of

crisis. As previously stated, these options range from a

presence to forced entry.

If a crisis is slow in developing or if we desire

to send a signal to a potential hostile country, the NCA

can do so with a naval force augmented with an amphibious

ready group. In a third world region it would be
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extremely easy to move from a presence (ships off the

coast or over the horizon to a forced entry [amphibious

assault]). Historically, the Navy and the Marine Corps

have been used in responding to a variety of crises.

Between 1946 and 1982, in some 250 instances of
employment of American military forces, naval forces
constituted the principal element of our response in
about 80% of the crises. 55

More important than the historical usp of naval forces for

crisis response are the advantages such a force gives the

"CA. The key reasons are as follows: 5 6

o Forward-deployed posture and rapid mcbility with

a significant deterrent force.

o High state of readiness.

o Continued operations in the Joint and Combined

arena.

o Sustainment of the force indefinitely at distant

locations, relatively independent of foreign

basing or overflight rights.

o Naval forces bring the range of capabilities

required for credible deterrence: presence,

threatening use of force, landing of forces, and

blockade or quarantine.

o Naval forces have unique escalation control

characteristics that contribute to effective

crisis control.

From the preceding it is clear that all of the military

options available to the NCA can be executed by a naval
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force reinforced with an amphibious ready group.

At this point the author will justify the assumptions, and

why they were made.

Given the various degrees of sophistication in

weapons systems that could possibly be encountered in the

Third World, it is necessary to have a fcrce that has the

tailored combat power to contend with a variety of

forces. They could range from light forces (low-end) to a

armor/mechanized force (high-end). The intent of this

paper is not to argue for or against any particular

service, however the organization of the U.S. Marine

Corps' Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), Marine

Expeditionary Brigade (MEB), and Marine Expeditionary

Force (MEF) offers a solution.

As with any solution, force ratios must be

addressed prior to commitment. A Marine Expeditionary

Force, of whatever size, is only a starting point when

considering force ratios. Appendices A through C depict

the various organizations and are provided as a reference

for the reader. Included in the illustrations are

personnel totals and major weapons systems.

As can be seen from the figures, each force has a

credible amount of combat power. Additionally, as one

progresses from the MEU to the MEF, combat power

increases. Therefore, these forces are already tailored

and can be used to respond to various threats. This gives

the NCA an inherent amount of flexibility. Further, these
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forces train and operate routinely in these

configurations. This air-ground task force exploits the

combat power inherent in carefully integrated air and

ground operations. 5 7 These tailored forces enable a

commander to deal with the various degrees of

sophistication of forces and weapons systems that could be

encountered in a Third World.

Clearly, the point can be made that an airborne

force or air mobile force could be task organized with

similar combat power; however, this argument is flawed.

The following establishes the reasons and highlights the

flaws:

While movement by air is faster than surface
transportation, 4iri~rt is dependent on the
availability of useable, secure airfields at the
destination. Airlift also restricts the amount of
heavy equipment which can accompany the force. 5 8

Additionally, to have the necessary fixed wing aircraft to

exploit the advantages of air-ground operations, requires

the addition of another service which needs bases from

which to operate. Further, there are unique command

relationships that must be addressed if this avenue is

chosen.

The next assumption is if a force is to be

committed to a Third World region, it must be

self-sufficient for at least 15 days without the use of a

host nation's airfields or port facilities. The reasoning

behind this statement is based on three assumptions.

First, a forced entry is required; therefore, an airfield
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and port facility may not be available in the country

where operations will take place. Additionally, other

countries may not allow us to operate from their

facilities due to political constraints. To highlight

this point, the following applies:

As part of our forward deployment strategy, we
depend on the continued use of overseas bases.
However recent political events 4n several countries
have brought into question whether we can continue to
do so. The fact is, our overseas basing rights are
diminishing.5 9

Second, most operations in response to a crisis are of

short duration but not so short as to negate the need for

sufficient logistical support. If a force arrives with a

self-sufficient capability for 15 days, this force could

be resupplied by sea after that perioc no matter where the

force was committed in the Third World. This is based on

th fact that a resupply ship or group of ships, cruising

at 17 knots can travel 6,000 nautical miles in 14 days and

17 hours. 6 0 Currently, there is no Third World country

susceptible to amphibious operations that is outside of

this 6,000 nautical mile radius from a U.S. base or

friendly allied nation. The idea that combat forces would

have to be resupplied by ship is again, based on the

assumption that an air facility or sufficient aircraft may

not be available. Further, if an airfield is available it

may or may not be in any condition to accept aircraft.

The final reason for the 15 day, self-sufficient,

logistical suppor* requirement is based on the ability of
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an amphibious force to construct an Expeditionary Airfield

(EAF). Currently, the Marine Corps can deploy a "Short

Airfield for Tactical Support" (SATS)6 1 , with an

amphibious force. Essentially a three thousand-foot strip

with the necessary taxiways can be constructed in five

days.6 2 During the Vietnam War an eight thousand-foot

installation was constructed at Chu Lai in 25 days. 6 3 A

SATS field constructed in five days would enable a

committed force to conduct tactical operations from that

field and accept resu-.r.y aircraft.

The third assumption to be addressed is if the NCA

is driven to commit a military force in a Third World

country or region and the military option is forced entry,

then that force must be transported in one lift to promote

success. This assumption is based on the need to generate

sufficient combat power to deal with a threat that can

have a mixed capability. Additionally, a one-lift

criteria allows for a potential rapid massing of combat

power.

A naval force with an amphibious ready group has

that capability. Currently the U.S. Navy has the

capability to transport and conduct a forcible entry by

the 55,000 men of a Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF).6 4

The logistical element of this force provides all the

necessary support to include medical and dental support,

and is capable of supporting a MEF for 60 days. 6 5 The

initial assault forces have sufficLert logistical support
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for 15 days. 6 6 As can be seen from Appendix C this

force has the necessary combat power to deal with a Third

World country armed force, even if it is at the high end

of the spectrum (armor/mech heavy). However, force ratios

must be considered and computed correctly. At this point,

if all the assumptions postulated can be accepted, it is

clear that amphibious forces and operations offer the

military planners and agents of NCA a unique force with

capabilities to conduct operational art at the operational

level of war.

Early on in this paper a definition of operational

art was provided, yet there is one final aspect of

operational art that needs to be addressed. in discussing

operational art, the point is made:

Its essence in the identification of the enemy's
operational center-of-gravity - his source of
strength or balance - and the concentration of superior
combat power against that point to achi-v- a de'-i,e
success.67

With that as a starting point, can amphibious forces

accomplish this mission given the assumptions about when

and where U.S. armed forces will be committed?

The answer to the above is yes if one considers two

parts regarding center-of-gravity. The center-of-gravity

of an armed torce:

Refers to those sources of strength or balance.
it is that characteristic, capability, or locality
from which the force derives its freedom of action,
physical strength, or will to fight... But an
operational center-of-gravity may also be more
abstract - the cohesion among allied forces, for
example, or the mental and psychological balance of a
key commander.6 8
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It would be flawed thinking to offer that one MEF, thcugh

a capable fighting force, could confront all possible

threat forces in Third World head on to get at the

center-of-gravity of an armed force. Yet, the second part

of the quotation offers the practitioner of operational

art an opportunity to truly exploit the capabilities of an

amphibious force by landing where the enemy strength was

not.

As previously established, most Third World

countries are bordered by the sea; therefore, there is an

opportunity to move into an enemy's rear. General George

S. Patton articulated the importance of this positioning

of forces in the following manner:

You can kill more soldiers by scaring them to death
from behind with a lot of noise than you can from the
front.69

Thus, amphibious operations enable a planner to plan

operations with sufficient force to attack that

center-of-gravity offered by "the mental and psychological

balance of a key commander." No commander can ignore a

force that has the potential to strike where it is not

expected with a credible force.

Up to this point the author has established how

amphibious operations have been used historically to

execute operational art, and how the parameters of

operational war are satisfied by the employment of

amphibious operations. Further, assumptions have been

established that suggest amphibious operations would in
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fact be the course of action of 7hoice by the NCA in

executing military options in the third world. Yet, all

questions have not been answered. What about the future?
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VI. THE FUTURE

Though not addressed in the assumptions, it is

clear that if an amphibious force is to respond in a

crisis, there must be sufficient warning to enable tie

naval force to sortie and arrive on time. Additionally,

if a particular amphibious force does not have sufficient

combat power (force ratio) to adequately deal with a

threat, it must be reinforced.

The above conditions seem to suggest a 3oint

operation involving all services to achieve a desired end

state. If speed is of the essence, then an airborne

operation is suggested, involving the Army and the Air

Force. An airborne force does not necessarily need an

airfield yet there are limitations. General George S.

Patton alluded tu these shortcomings in the following

manner:

One of the chief defects of an airborne division is
the fact that it never has anything it needs after it
lands. No tanks, no adequate artillery, and no
transportation.7 0

Though some of these conditions have changed (i.e. tanks,

additional limitations are as follows: 7'

o It must rely on USAF tactical or strategic

airlift for initial entry into battle and for

resupply.

o It requires more close air support than normally

provided to infantry divisions.
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o It has limited ground and airmobility once

delivered.

o it is vulnerable to attack by enemy armor or

motorized formations due to limited antiarmor

capability.

A further limitation is as follows:

Today the Army only has one airborne division, a
ranger regiment, and three separate battalions of
airborne troops to use for planning. Evenmore, this
small amount is scattered from Alaska to Italy. Being
under three major commands (Forces, Southern, and
European) these forces are not very supportive of short
notice airborne assaults.'

2

Though both of these conditions can be viewed as

distractors, an airborne force still can move faster than

an amphibious force if there is no warning of a pending

crisis. Further, though light, it is a force with

credible combat power.

To offset an airborne force's lack of combat power

and to capitalize on its speed, it is suggested that joint

operations utilizing airborne and amphibious forces are

the answer for future operations in the third world. By

using these "type" forces in concert, force ratios can be

generated in locations that are favorable to the attacker

(U.S.), and provide lodgemeDts if necessary for follow-on

forces. These follow-on forces could be used for an

extended land campaign if necessary. Each type of force

complements the other and truly brings the practice of

operational art to the employment of forces. The

employment of these forces simultaneously would enable the
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NCA to respond to a crisis effectively with regard to all

the available military options. Stated differently:

Joint amphibious/airborne operations are most
likeiv to be an exercise of national power projection,
directed by the NCA, in response to a crisis. 7 3

In addition to the above, the difficulties an enemy would

encounter trying to counter such a force may provide such

a psychological problem that his center-of-gravity may be

attacked. Stated in a different manner:

Deploying the amphibious and the airborne forces
simultaneously maximizes their potential synergism,
gives depth to the offense, and presents the enemy
immediately with a difficult defense problem.7 4

If the above is taken in concert with previous

assumptions, it is apparent that the optimum solution

would be an integrated use of the two forces. Though each

type of force used separately may be able to handle one

particular mission, used together there is a surer chance

of success in responding to a crisis. The use of these

two unique forces satisfies the parameters of operational

art and optimizes resources. Whether it be the practice

of operational art or accomplishing the mission, the

following applicz-

The overall joint or allied commander in each
theater of operation plans and executes campaigns and
major operations that optimize the use of all available
combat, combat support, and combat service support
forces. Ground, air and naval operations are
synchronized to support each other and to fulfill the
requirements of the overall joint commander's campaign
plan. 7 5

The use of an amphibious force and an airborne force

allows a commander the flexibility necessary to operate at
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the operational level of war and accomplish the mission in

an effective manner.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Given the military options available to the NCA in

responding to a crisis, an amphibious force is both a

unique and powerful force. Historically, this type force

has been used in various actions from total war to a peace

keeping mission.

During these operations, amphibious operations have

met the parameters that identify the operation as one that

is usually at the operational level of war. Further, it

has been established that when executed, amphibious

operations are in fact the practice of operational art.

In an attempt to answer the original question of,

"Will amphibious operations be the operational response to

Third World confrontations?" it became necessary to

establish some assumptions. These assumptions not only

were based on options available to the NCA, but also to a

changing world situation. This changing world will

continue to impact on national interests, goals, and

strategic end states. Additional assumptions were where

U.S. forces would be committed in the future. Because of

the assumed location of where U.S. forces could be

committed in the future, it became clear that amphibious

operations offered an answer. This answer was based on

further assumptions that specific type forces (airborne)

at the operational level would not be able to be deployed

to a location to reach a desired strategic end state.
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Though amphibious forces and operations may be part

of the operational response in future Third World

confrontations, operational art requires more than just a

response. There are other considerations.

To achieve the desired strategic end state and

effect an enemy's center-of-gravity, there may be a need

for a combination of forces with different capabilities.

This combination of forces may be necessary to achieve

favorable force ratios and capitalize on the unique

capabilities of each.

Though amphibious forces and amphibious operations

give a decided opportunity for mission accomplishment in a

crisis, it is not the total answer. Though it could be

the total answer for employment of forces with regards to

operational art, it is not the total answer for a solution

in a Third World confrontation.

Though an amphibious force has many unique

capabilities, it will sometimes lack the ability of speed

in responding to a crisis. Further, once used it is a

unique force not available again until reembarked.

Therefore, the integration and synchronized use of

airborne and amphibious forces offers a solution and a

force that will be hard to beat.

The practice of operational art is difficult at

best. It is time for each service to realize the

importance of this concept and learn to execute

operational art in a timely fashion. Further, it is time
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that each service worked together to accomplish and meet

the national and strategic goals as established by the

civilian leadership.
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APPENDIX A

MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT (MEU)
(NOTIONAL TASK ORGANIZATIOW)

APPROX
PERSON NEL

MiEW 11 S0C 1900

IfEADQUARTERS IISN 1o0

REINFORCED BATTALION MEUI SERVICE
SQUIADRO0N LANDING TEAM SUPPORT GROUP ~

AIRCRAFT/L-AUNCHERS 1  MAJOR GROUND COMBAT EQUIPMENT

4 CII-53D/E 5 TANKS 8 55uMM HOW

12 CII-46 8 SIMM MORTARS 9 60MIM MORTARS

2 Un1-i 32 DRAGON TRACKERS 20 50 CAL MG

4 All-I 8STOW LAUNCHIERS GO M-60 MG

5 STINGER TEAI.MS 12 AAV 26 MK-19 4OUM GRENADE
LAUNCHERS

*ACTUAL TASK ORGANIZATION FORMED TO ACCOMPLIS11 SPECIFIC MISSIONS MAY VARY FROM THE ORGANI-
ZATION SHOWN.

ITHlE ACE CO1l111 BE REINJFORCED BY I VMA D[T (6 AV-B) AS 711E TACTICAL SITUATION DICTATES. 76
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APPENDIX B

MARINE EXPEDITIONARY BRIGADE (,EB)
(NOTIONAL TASK ORGANIZATION-)

APPROX
PERSONIEL

BRIGADE USMC 3 .)0
IIEADQUARTERS Usti i0o

MARINE AIRCRAFT REGIMENTAL BRIGADE SERVICE
GROUP LANDING TEAM SUPPORT GROUP

AtIRC AFT/LAIJNCIIERSl MAJOR GR(UJI) COMBAl c1)J1"A[NT

20 AV-3B or 19 A-4M 17 TANKS 24 155MM HIOW (T)

24 F/A-18 or 24 F-4 24 31MM MORTARS 6 155MlM HOW (SP)

10 A-6 8 CII-53E 96 DRAGON TRACXERS 6 3" 110W (SP)

4 EA-6 20 CH-53D 48 TOW LAUNCiERS 27 60MI', .1,ORTARS

4 RF-,IR 48 CII-4G 47 AAV 138 i0 C, AL MG

5 0A..IM 12 1111-1 3G LAV 255 M-I0 'i;

G KC-120 12 All-I 114 MI(- 1 i,91
6 UV-10 6 HAWK LAUNCHERS GRENADE LAUNCHERS

15 STINGER TEAMS

*ACTUAL TASK ORGANI1ATION FORMED TO ACCOMPLISH SPECIFIC MISSIONS MAY VARY 'O:.i 711E ORGANI-
ZATIO]N SHOWN.

;THE AVIATION FORCE SHOWN, WHEN ADDED TO AN MPS FORCE LIST, EOUALS APPROXIMATELY i/13 OF THE

TOTAL ACTIVE AVIATION FORCE ASSETS. THIS FORCE IS NOT IDEAL (FOR EXAMPLE: 24 ATITC:( .9ELOS RE THE

RECOGIIZED MINIMUM TO PROPERLY SUPPORT A MAD). 77
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APPENDIX C

MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (MEF)
(NOTIONAL TASK ORGANIZATION-)

APPROX
PER SO f NEL

FORCE USMC 49,700

HiEADQUJARTERS USI 2,O00

MARINIE AIRCRAFT REINFORCED FORCE SERVICE
WING DIVISION SUPPORT GROUP

AIRCRAFTiLALINCHERS' MAJOR GROUND COMBAT EQUIPMENT

40 AV-88 or 38 A-4M 70 TANKS 90 155MM HOW

48 F/A-18 or 43 F-4 72 81MM MORTARS 18 155MM H1OW (SP)

20 A-6 16 CH-53E 288 DRAGON TRACKERS 12 8" HOW (SP)

8 EA-6 32 CH-53D 144 TOW LAUNCHERS 81 60MtA MORTARS

8 RF-40 3i) 6I.4G 208 AAV 435 50 CAI. MG

9 TA-4/OA-I 2I UltI-I 147 LAV 601 M-60 MG

12 KC-130 24 All-I 345 MK-19 40MM

12 OV-10 24 HAWK LAUNCHERS GRENADE

75 STINGER TEAMS LAUNCIHERS

'ACTUAL TASK ORGANIZATION FORMED TO ACCOMPLISH SPECIFIC 'MISSIONS MAY VARY FROM THE ORGANI-
ZATION SHOWN.

ITP. AVIATION FORCE SHOWN EQUALS APPROXIMATELY 1/3 OF THE TOTAL ACTIVE AVIATION FORCF ASSETS.
TIllS FORCE IS .'tl IDEAL (FOR EXAMPLE: 72 AITACX IIEIOS ARE IIE RECOGNIZLI) MINIMOM 10 PI OPERLY
SUPPORT A !AAF. 7 8
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